Construction Services

Associate Director – C.J. Wiles
Sr. Administrative Associate – Pat Lynch

Plant Construction – Shops
Manager Plant Construction – Neil Crump

Abatement
Supervisor – Kevin Alexander
Senior – Sarah Archer, Javier Duarte, Esteban Gutierrez (Crew Leader), Lenti Bucchi

Carpenter
Supervisor – Amanda Bianco
Assistant Supervisor – Jeff Bunschmid
Senior – Laura Burrows, Robert Colvard, Robert Delavere, Patrick Fisher, Matthew Frimke, Michael Floran, Timothy Torres, Vacancy

Electric
Supervisor – Steve Glanocci
Senior – Augie Carrasco, Oscar De Los Santos, Chris Fourbouliaki, Rodney Givens, Jaime Rios, Scott Sadler (Crew Leader)

General Construction
Supervisor – Robert Arredondo
Assistant Supervisor – Danny Salazar
Senior – Frankie Falcon (Crew Leader), Willie Gooding, Frank Ledesma, Fernando Lopez, Arthur Robles, Gilbert Torres, Olegario Torres, Dicky Warren, Philip Wenske, Vacancy

Paint
Supervisor – Ray Marcia
Senior – Cesar Armentaria, Enrique Dominguez Lara, Pepe Espinosa (Crew Leader), Jerry Gonzalez, Albert Marker

Sheet Metal & Insulation
Supervisor – Luis Sandbow
Assistant Supervisor – Luis Sandbow
Vacancy

Sign
Supervisor – Matthew Carpenter
Senior – Talian Naugy, Orlando Ramirez (Crew Leader)

Steam & Plumbing
Supervisor – Jesse Hill
Senior – Greg Linden, Quinton Simms (Crew Leader), John Wilson, Vacancy

Project Planning & Production Control
Manager – Shannon Hanney

Production Control
Work Control Supervisor – Debbie Carrington
Work Control Specialists – Cindy Parker, Stacy Frost

Project Planning
Construction Planners – Don Aviles, Richard Cota, John Harmon, Don Hawkins, Troy Johnson, Mitch Stepp
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